Modelling Railway-Induced Passenger Delays in Multi-Modal Public Transport Networks

An Agent-Based Copenhagen Case Study Using Empirical Train Delay Data
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Abstract Due to lack of punctuality of public transport services, travel times of passengers are often uncertain. Whereas Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) data makes it easy to measure the punctuality of public transport vehicles themselves, calculating door-to-door passenger delays is challenging as both the intended and realised routes of passengers have to be taken into account. This study introduces an agent-based MATSim simulation framework for evaluating passenger delays caused by delayed trains in multi-modal public transport systems. Three route choice strategies based on different levels of adaptiveness are considered, allowing passengers to intelligently deviate from their intended routes. Using empirical train delay data from the metropolitan area of Copenhagen for 65 weekdays in the autumn of 2014, the model concludes that the passenger delay distribution has a considerable higher standard deviation than the delay distribution of train arrivals. Additionally, the results reveal that a typical realised timetable would allow reduced overall passenger travel time compared to the published timetable.
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1 Introduction

In most public transport networks a substantial share of passengers use more than one line to satisfy their transport needs. Due to the temporal dimension of public transport trips passenger delays are not additive over the trip segments, and the overall trip travel time will be unaffected by a delay on a trip segment that does not exceed the waiting time at the subsequent stop (Bates et al., 2001). On the contrary, a small vehicle delay of a suburban train connecting to a low-frequent local bus can cause severe passenger delays for all passengers having to use the bus. As such, determining passenger delays requires tracing every user through the public transport system while constantly ensuring that the correct departure is chosen conditioned on the delay of the previous segment. This makes them fundamentally different from car user delays which are found by summing the excess travel time of the links of the relevant path.

Paradoxically, public transport operators are generally evaluated on the basis of their vehicle punctuality and reliability, not the door-to-door punctuality of passengers (Noland and Polak, 2002). Although some researches have touched upon passenger perspectives in railway timetabling (Parbo et al., 2016), incorporating such passenger reliability measures in the actual evaluation of public transport systems is not done in practice. The first step to address this is to be able to calculate passenger consequences when public transport systems fail to meet full punctuality.

Ongoing research seems to focus on inferring such passenger delays by the use of data from individual passengers. Passenger delays were calculated in Jiang et al. (2012); Sun et al. (2016a,b) and Antos and Eichler (2016) for closed metro systems in Shanghai, Beijing, Shanghai and Washington D.C., respectively, using Automatic Fare Collection (AFC) data. Carrel et al. (2015) combined smartphone data with AVL data to infer observed and intended trips through San Francisco’s Muni network. Although the studies are capable of providing similar information about passenger delays as this study, the methods require data that typically cannot be assumed to be available across the entire network in general public transport systems. AFC data can only infer passenger delays in closed public transport systems, whereas tracking data from location-enabled devices such as smartphones is generally subject to a series of privacy issues (Rose, 2006; Gisdakis et al., 2015).

Instead, in this study we present an agent-based model framework for calculation of passenger delays by means of vehicle delays retrieved from AVL data generally collected in public transport systems. Passenger delays are evaluated by comparing the door-to-door travel times of intended routes (according to the planned timetable) to realised travel times modelled on the basis of empirical train delays. In the modelling of the latter, three route choice strategies with varying level of adaptiveness are analysed, making it possible for passengers to intelligently choose which vehicles to board on-the-go based on three different sets of assumptions. A detailed dataset consisting of train delays from 65 weekdays is used as input for the model, allowing aggregate, general analyses as well as disaggregate analyses of day-to-day variations in passenger delays. Such a model to infer passenger delays from vehicle delays has the potential to facilitate improvements of public transport systems towards better user experiences for the passengers using them.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides an introduction to existing literature on passenger delay modelling. The methodology behind the proposed model is presented in Section 3. Details about the case study is described in Section 4 with corresponding results reported in Section 5. The validity and perspectives of the results are discussed in Section 6, whereas Section 7 gives the conclusions of the study. Finally, Section 8 outlines directions of future work.

2 Literature Review

Determining passenger delays is a complex task as it requires knowledge about both the intended and realised route for every passenger in the system. In timetable-based public transport networks the planned routes and their associated travel times can be modelled in numerous ways (Liu et al, 2010). For instance by utilising a diachronic graph (Nuzzolo and Russo, 1994), a dual graph (Añez et al, 1996; Nielsen and Frederiksen, 2009) or a mixed line database (Hickman and Bernstein, 1997; Tong and Wong, 1999; Nielsen, 2000). However, routes found with the above methods are only valid when assuming full punctuality of services.

Unfortunately, full punctuality is rare, why dynamic adaptive route choice models are needed when modelling how passengers move through an actual unreliable schedule-based public transport network. Hickman and Bernstein (1997) introduced (and modelled on a toy network) four adaptive strategies ranging from allowing temporal choices while sticking to the same series of stop as intended (principle 1) to choosing an optimal path based on full a priori knowledge of the entire network (principle 4).

In the literature several of such adaptive route choice models for public transport have been proposed, both using frequency-based approaches (e.g. Gentile et al (2005); Teklu (2008)) and schedule-based approaches (e.g. Nuzzolo et al (2012)). Only a few of these deal with passenger delays explicitly. These will be presented in Section 2.1, before different kinds of models dealing with the issue less explicitly are presented in sections 2.2-2.4.

2.1 Explicit Passenger Delay Models

Nielsen et al (2001) and Nuzzolo et al (2001) both found passenger delays by averaging over several simulated days with vehicle delays drawn from statistical distributions. Both studies assumed full a priori knowledge of present and future delays was (principle 4, Hickman and Bernstein (1997)).

Poon et al (2004) presented a model with internally modelled queueing delays caused by passengers, but without including other causes of vehicle delays.

Landex and Nielsen (2006) used an approach with simulated train delays and temporal adaptive passenger route choices (principle 1, Hickman and Bernstein (1997)), but allowing full optimal adaptive route choice based on full information (principle 4, Hickman and Bernstein (1997)) after a passenger was delayed above a certain threshold. The model was applied to the suburban railway network of Copenhagen.

Lijesen (2014) studied aspects of passenger delays using temporally adaptive passengers. Train delays were based on a distribution of train delays collected in the Netherlands for the second quarter of 2008. 16 direct city pairs were chosen for analysis. None of these routes required any transfers.

Zhu and Goverde (2017) introduced a model for a part of the Dutch train network used for evaluating passenger effects of adding additional trains under disruption. Although not the focus of their study, they explicitly suggested using the model for analysing passenger delays in future work.

In addition to these studies, the five studies with direct use of passenger data mentioned in the introduction (Jiang et al, 2012; Carrel et al, 2015; Sun et al, 2016a,b; Antos and Eichler, 2016) also dealt with passenger delays explicitly.

Furthermore, a series of studies have been somewhat associated with passenger delays without dealing with them explicitly. We have grouped these into three categories: studies only dealing with passengers delays caused by fail-to-board, studies only focusing on flow redistribution, and optimisation studies with the aim of improving operation once delays occur.

2.2 Capacity Caused Passenger Delay Models

A couple of studies deal with capacity-related delays in public transport systems, assuming that every vehicle runs on time but has finite capacity, possible forcing some passengers to choose a different departure on-the-go.

Hamdouch and Lawphongpanich (2008) apply such strategies to a three-lines network while also considering departure time choice.

Nuzzolo et al (2012) presented an assignment model with full adaptive route choice within a predefined choice set and day-to-day departure time choice for the Fuorigrotta district of Naples. The analysis only focused on the number of fail-to-board instances.

Legara et al (2014) applied an agent-based model to a Singaporean network of 5 OD pairs validated by AFC data, and derived a critical capacity of the system.

2.3 Passenger Flow Redistribution Models

Some studies have had the aim of predicting passenger flows in case of emergencies or major disruptions, but without focusing on the time loss of passengers.

Li and Xu (2011) introduced a model for the Shanghai Rail Transit Network, where passenger flow is redistributed due to an artificial emergency situation.

Hong et al (2012) redistributed three classes of flows on a Shanghai mass transit network of 110 OD pairs based on a virtual emergency situation in the network. They calculated the total virtual loss (total passenger delay) for different durations of the emergency situation, but did not consider individual nor OD-specific passenger delays explicitly.
Xu et al (2014) considers different adaptive strategies including mode choice and route choice for passengers when encountering delays in a network of 240 OD pairs. Similar adaptive strategies are used in Li and Zhu (2016) to make choices in artificially generated platform delays in the Shanghai metro network.

2.4 Passenger Delay Minimisation Models

Other studies deal with predefined initial railway delays, where the aim is to reschedule the trains in order to minimise passenger travel times. Such studies include Dollevoet et al (2012) who applied passenger rerouting to a network consisting of 46 Dutch train stations, Sato et al (2013) who applied timetable rescheduling to a weekend timetable of the Chuo Line in Tokyo, Zhen and Jing (2016) who applied a train rescheduling model to a central part of the Beijing urban subway network, Corman et al (2017) who applied train rescheduling to a part the Dutch railway network in Amsterdam, Flevoland, and Utrecht, and finally Ghaemi et al (2018) who applied a disruption model to a railway network in the Dutch provinces Utrecht, Gelderland, and North Brabant.

None of the studies analyse individual or OD-specific passenger delays, but only with the total delay time which is used as a substantial part of the objective function.

3 Methodology

This study contributes to the literature by evaluating door-to-door passenger delays in a multi-modal public transport system of a large-scale metropolitan area using readily available train delay data. A diverse mix of transfers between low and high frequency lines for both buses and trains is secured through the multi-modality of the model, currently only represented in the literature when applying smartphone data of individual passengers (Carrel et al, 2015).

3.1 Framework

The model firstly identifies intended routes according to the timetable for all public transport trips, and then imposes the realised timetable under three different levels of passenger adaptiveness, see Section 3.2.

Such a process is repeated for each historical day with train delays available, allowing door-to-door travel patterns of each individual passenger to be modelled for each of these days. Comparing the trip travel times from these days to the base scenario where all trains run according to the timetable allows calculating passenger delays. The approach is illustrated in Figure 1, and formally written in Algorithm 1.

The model builds on version 0.9.0 of MATSim (Horni et al, 2016), an open-source transport simulator capable of modelling door-to-door transport on an individual level for both public transport and car traffic. The events-based public transport router extension of MATSim (Ordóñez, 2016), allows public transport users to reach optimal
intended routes through a day-to-day learning process by comparing the scores of performed routes across different iterations.

3.2 Levels of Adaptiveness

When the day is simulated, only adaptive choices in the time dimension (run choice) can be performed, in the sense that agents choose the first departing vehicle that can take them to the next stop in their planned route. This corresponds to principle 1 of Hickman and Bernstein (1997), and is denoted as the non-adaptive level of adaptiveness in this study.

In order to get a variety of plausible realised routes, two additional levels of adaptiveness are proposed – the semi-adaptive and the full-adaptive. In a traditional OD-based framework, the two strategies would collapse into a single strategy equivalent to principle 4 of Hickman and Bernstein (1997). However, in the door-to-door framework introduced for the current model the two strategies differ slightly.

The semi-adaptive strategy lets an agent walk to the first intended station/stop of the trip, at which point the agent seeks information about alternative routes – possibly departing from another stop/station, in which case the agent will walk to this stop/station.
Algorithm 1

1: Create the planned timetable, $S^p$.
2: Run MATSim with the events-based public transport router extension (Ordóñez, 2016) using $S^p$ to get the intended travel times, $t^I_T$, for all trips, $T \in \mathcal{T}$.
3: Create realised timetables, $T^R_D$, for all historical weekdays, $D \in \mathcal{D}$.
4: for all days, $D \in \mathcal{D}$ do
5:   for all levels of adaptiveness, $A \in \mathcal{A}$ do
6:     Simulate $D$ in MATSim using the realised timetable, $T^R_D$, and the intended routes from 2, while allowing agents to make adaptive choices according to the level of adaptiveness, $A$, to obtain the corresponding realised travel times, $t^R_T$, for all trips, $T \in \mathcal{T}$.
7:     for all trips, $T \in \mathcal{T}$ do
8:       Find the corresponding passenger delay of $T$, $d^A_T$, as the difference between the intended travel time from 2 and realised travel time from 6,
9:       \begin{equation}
10:         d^A_T = t^R_T - t^I_T. 
11:       \end{equation}
12:   end for
13: end for
14: end for

In the full-adaptive strategy, the agent seeks information at the moment the public transport trip is initialised. This means that the agent can freely choose an initial station/stop to walk to in order to optimise the travel time.

In both the semi- and full-adaptive strategies the agents are assumed to obtain full knowledge on past, current, and future delays when they seek information. Admittedly, this gives the agents abilities exceeding those of their real-life counterparts. Because this information is obtained at the beginning of each public transport trip in the full-adaptive strategy, the travel times from this should only be used as a lower bound estimate of passenger delays.

On the contrary, the non-adaptive strategy most likely forces the agents to be too conservative, why this should provide a reasonable estimate of the upper bound of the passenger delays.

As such, combining the obtained passenger delays from the non-adaptive and full-adaptive strategies will allow establishing an interval in which the real passenger delay is very likely to fall. The semi-adaptive approach will be placed somewhere in between the two but should not be considered as the true passenger delay, though, as the assumptions behind that strategy are debatable too.

Technically, the strategies are implemented by applying the events-based public transport router extension (Ordóñez, 2016) using the realised timetable and the original activity day plans for all agents for the adaptive strategy, and – for the semi-adaptive strategy – using modified day plans where the first transit walk segment of each public transport trip is fixed.
4 Case Study

The case study is based on a recently developed MATSim scenario for the metropolitan area of Copenhagen (Paulsen, 2016). This includes the entirety of the public transport system spread across different varieties of trains (24 lines), buses (400 lines), metro (2 lines) and ferries (1 line).

A base scenario using the planned timetable and 65 historical days from the autumn of 2014 with realised timetables have been run with the model. The planned timetable and the realised delays for the test period were provided by the railway manager Rail Net Denmark. The delay data covers all train runs in the region in the period excluding metro and local trains, see Fig. 2.

A 1% sample population was used in the tests presented in this paper. The agents that did not use the public transport system were filtered out, leaving the test dataset having 3,747 agents with a total of 7,889 daily public transport trips. 2,272 of these agents used the train system in at least one of the 65 days for at least one of the strategies. These agents providing 5,136 relevant public transport trips per simulated day have been used for the analysis presented in this paper.

The baseline was run using 200 iterations and a total running time of 13 hours and 44 minutes on a high performance computing node with two deca-core 2.60 GHz processors and 128 GB RAM available. The realised days ran with 75 iterations using the same hardware, and took approximately 4 hours per day per strategy. The realised days had to be run for both the semi-adaptive and the full-adaptive strategy, whereas
the non-adaptive strategy could be extracted from the initial iteration of either of the two strategies.

Table 1 Proportion of passengers and trains arriving early, on time, and late for three different levels of adaptiveness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Delay ≤ -5 minutes [%]</th>
<th>Passengers</th>
<th>Trains</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-Adaptive</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-Adaptive</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-Adaptive</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay ≤ -1 minute [%]</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Delay] &lt; 1 minute [%]</td>
<td>78.9</td>
<td>72.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay ≥ 1 minute [%]</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay ≥ 5 minutes [%]</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average Delay [minutes] | 0.49 | -0.43 | -0.78 | 0.28 |
SD of Delay [minutes]   | 5.80 | 19.18 | 20.06 | 2.82 |
Number of Observations  | 333,804 | 333,757 | 333,686 | 2,362,880 |

5 Results

The aggregate results shown in Table 1 illustrate that the average trip delay for agents using the railway system is roughly zero for all of the three considered strategies. The average delay is positive for the non-adaptive strategy, whereas the other two strategies have a negative average delay. They also have a much larger standard deviation (19.18 – 20.06 minutes) than that of the non-adaptive strategy (5.80 minutes), although the trips regardless of strategy in general have a higher standard deviation than the trains (2.82 minutes).

It is seen that the majority of passengers (69.8-78.9%) arrive within one minute of their intended arrival time, regardless of choice strategy. It is also seen that all three strategies have a proportion of passengers being delayed more than one minute (12.7-14.6%) that is lower than that of trains (15.2%). However, with a threshold of 5 minutes, all three strategies suggest it more likely for passengers to be delayed than for single trains, with 5.3-6.9% being delayed as opposed to 3.0% of trains.

The greatest difference between the levels of adaptiveness is seen regarding time savings (negative delays). Whereas 8.4% and 2.1% of passengers save more than 1 and 5 minutes, respectively, using the non-adaptive strategy, the numbers are significantly higher using the semi- and full-adaptive strategies, with the former having 13.6% and 6.3% and the latter having 15.7% and 8.2% arriving at least 1 and 5 minutes before, respectively.

As expected, it is seen that train punctuality is considerably higher than the passenger punctuality. This is even more evident in Figure 3 where the empirical cumulative distribution functions of the passenger and train delays of the current study are illustrated.

Fig. 4 shows the survival functions for four distributions of savings and four distributions of delays. It is interpreted such that the value on the second axis is the
It is seen that it is very common for trains to arrive a little early, but that delays are more common than savings when we exceed 50 seconds. The same tendency holds for the non-adaptive and the semi-adaptive strategy, where the break-even points are found at 35 seconds and 50 seconds, respectively. This is most likely caused by trips having a train segment as the last segment of the trip, as trains commonly arrive a little early at the stations – 15.9% of trains in the dataset arrive between 1 and 35 seconds earlier than scheduled.

For the full-adaptive strategy there seems to be a break-even point at 70 seconds, but that the savings and delays are equally likely from here and up to about two and a half minute. Exceeding this point savings are again more likely than delays, which also continues to be the case for delays/savings exceeding five minutes, with 3.3% of passengers saving more than 15 minutes, whereas only 2.0% of passengers are 15 minutes delayed.

It is also worth noting that the survival functions for semi- and full-adaptive delays are almost indistinguishable, and that the survival function for the non-adaptive delays is also rather close to this value. This could indicate, that although great improvements can be made for some agents when using a high level of adaptiveness, for some agents there are no good alternatives, why a delay in such case is inevitable.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that although some variation between days does exist (see Fig. 5), the overall conceptual tendencies remains the same for all of the days in the test period.
6 Discussion

The proportion of passengers arriving late is in line with findings in Nielsen et al (2009) that showed that 15% of passengers arrive late when only considering the suburban railway network of Copenhagen. Likewise, the proportion of passengers with
time saving above one minute was in line with the adaptive strategies of this study (17.3-19.6%). However, the average delay was much larger in Nielsen and Frederiksen (2009), reaching 7.5-8.4 minutes as opposed to -0.78-0.49 in this study. The fact that many passengers have additional connections after using the suburban railway network may possibly explain the difference in average delay between the two studies.

The attentive reader might have noticed that all routes available for the non-adaptive strategy are also available using the semi- and full-adaptive strategies. Likewise any semi-adaptive route is also a feasible full-adaptive route. Due to this, it seems counter-intuitive that larger delays are more common using the semi- and full-adaptive strategies than using the non-adaptive strategy. However, some reasonable explanations for this do exist.

Firstly, all agents are optimising their daily plan according to a generalised travel time function, where waiting time is penalised 60% harder than in-vehicle and walking travel time. Thus, a trip may have a lower generalised travel time than another trip even though the actual travel time is greater.

Secondly, the agents optimise entire day plans. If all activities are sufficiently long (or delays sufficiently short), then the end time of all activities remain the same regardless of the used routes. However, if an activity is relatively short and the delay is relatively large, the agent might arrive at an activity after it is scheduled to terminate. An agent will in this case continue towards the next activity of his/her plan from this moment, causing the departure time of the trip to be dependent on the route of subsequent trips. In such cases the trips are incomparable why shorter travel times may occur in such cases.

On the other end of the distribution, it might seem off that both the semi-adaptive and full-adaptive strategy generally reveal shorter travel time than the planned travel times, existing literature points towards it being plausible.

Parbo et al (2014) showed with a large-scale bi-level optimisation algorithm that the overall waiting time in the public transport system in Denmark can be reduced by more than 5% without influencing in-vehicle and walking travel time considerably.

Similarly, Fonseca et al (2018) showed through a bi-level optimisation of strategic buses in the metropolitan area of Copenhagen, that the excess transfer time between such buses and trains could be reduced by almost 2 minutes on average.

The two studies reveal that the actual timetable for the given time was indeed suboptimal. This suggests that it is indeed possible that the realised operations – which basically can be seen as the planned operations with some random mutations – could lead to a more well-integrated public transport system than the planned operations.

7 Conclusions

This paper has presented an agent-based framework for determination of passenger delays in large-scale multi-modal transport systems based on AVL data from trains. In the application to the metropolitan area of Copenhagen based on 65 realised timetables, the model required no additional empirical passenger information and was still
able to calculate door-to-door delays of individual agents across different modes of the public transport system for three different levels of adaptiveness.

Results showed that the passengers delays depend a lot on the adaptiveness of the route choice strategy. However, it was also seen that passenger travel time in general is more volatile than train travel times, and that the volatility increases with the level of adaptiveness. The semi-adaptive and – in particular – the full-adaptive strategy commonly allowed relatively large travel time savings, forcing the average passenger delay to be negative. The findings show that the planned timetable used during the test period has room for improvement, as the realised timetables generally allowed for shorter travel times than the planned one.

8 Future Work

Future work includes strengthening the multi-modal aspect of the model also including AVL data from buses in the realised timetables. Another extension would be to increase the population sample to 10% to provide a better coverage of the model area. This would allow carrying out detailed analyses such as investigating the effect of transfer types (to/from bus/train) and stations, which currently would not be sufficiently comprehensive due to lack of data. Such analysis could be supplemented by actual geostatistical analysis such as kriging. This would reveal spatial interdependencies and identify the most delay-prone transport hubs in the network.

Methodologically, an obvious next step includes implementing the adaptive route strategies as actual within-day replanning (Dobler and Nagel, 2016) in MATSim as currently available for car traffic, e.g. in Kaddoura and Nagel (2018). This would greatly speed up the computation time whilst being a more intuitive way to approach the problem at hand.
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